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General Information
Angel Light Link
Angel Light Link is a charity organisation which was founded in 2006 and based in Melbourne’s
south-eastern suburbs, providing services to young women aged 12-25. Our mission is to empower
young women to transform their well-being through support and education. Angel Light Link delivered
wellbeing services for 13 years, providing preventative programs and mental health support to over
8000 young women in schools and community centres. Our vision is that young women everywhere
would be safe, empowered, resilient and whole.

Stressdump Curriculum
The Stressdump curriculum is designed to support young women who are experiencing stress and
anxiety. The program has also been used to support adolescent females struggling with depression
or who are self-harming. The focus of the group is based on an early intervention approach, however
the activities and information would be relevant in a preventative setting as well as for those who
would benefit from anxiety management skills and support.

Group Format
The Stressdump Support Group is based on 8 sessions. Each session is designed to last for
approximately 90 minutes, and the program is designed to be run once a week. Sessions can be
modified to run during school, after school or in the evening or on a weekend. Some of the sessions
could also be combined to run as a full day program.
To complement the curriculum, the addition of a session of art therapy or a fun physical exercise
such as Zumba is a great idea around half way through the program.
Group therapy offers the opportunity to explore issues in an interpersonal context which more
accurately reflects real life. It provides group members the opportunity to observe and reflect on their
own and others’ interpersonal skills and provides an opportunity to learn through active participation
and observation. Group members have the opportunity to work through personal issues in a
supportive, confidential atmosphere, and to help others work through their difficulties too.

Gender Specific Services
Angel Light Link recognises that adolescent girls have different needs than adolescent boys, and
considers the rights, social roles, development, expression and difficulties that adolescent females
face. Empirical research observes that social changes in modern-day society have had an enormous
impact on adolescent girls. Therapeutic programs can be more effective when targeted to be gender
specified, thus Angel Light Link focuses on providing gender specific services in response to current
issues.
“Female adolescents today face a multitude of issues, such as rising cigarette and drug use, body
dissatisfaction and body image disorders, academic underachievement, problems associated with
sexual behaviours, and high rates of depression and unhappiness. Gender-specific programs are
needed to address these unique issues that adolescent girls face.” (LeCroy, 2005, p. 76)
A gender specific approach is not simply about focusing on girls, but looks at developmental needs,
societal influence, relationships, risk factors and behaviour in context of female development.
The Stressdump curriculum aims to build resiliency, nurture positive interpersonal relationships,
build self-esteem, reduce risk factors and provide a physically and emotionally safe environment.
Stressdump Support Group Curriculum © Angel Light Link 2018
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Group Work
Child safety, confidentiality and privacy policies
You will need to ensure that you comply with your specific organisation or school policies when
delivering the Stressdump program, particularly in regards to child safety, parent or guardian
permission, confidentiality and privacy, duty of care, or any other relevant policies or procedures.

Facilitators
To ensure child safety and adequate duty of care always have 2 group facilitators for each session.
We strongly suggest that the group be facilitated by those who have training and experience in fields
such as counselling, social work, youth work, or psychology when supporting young people with
mental health difficulties.

Group Size
We suggest a maximum of 10 participants per group for the Stressdump curriculum as it is designed
to be a small group program.

Age Group
The Stressdump support group curriculum has been developed for adolescent girls aged 12-16. We
recommend grouping ages so that girls are in similar developmental stages, e.g. ages 12-14
together, and ages 14-16 together, rather than having all ages in the same program. The Stressdump
curriculum has also been run for young women up to the age of 25 but with adjustments to activities
and games, focusing more on group discussions, information, and anxiety management techniques.
It is always important to consider the developmental needs of the participants in each particular
group and allow for flexible approaches to cater for different levels of understanding and social
interaction. This may vary depending on social, psychological, cognitive, physical and emotional
development.

Session Outlines
Each of the sessions explores a particular theme and uses various activities, information and
discussions to help participants understand stress and anxiety, and how to manage it. At the end of
each session there are often activities ready to print that you might need. The activities and exercises
presented will give you some tools to assist with rapport building and learning outcomes; activities
also provide the space needed for participants to build trust and open up during discussions.
You may have alternative activities or techniques you feel comfortable using
that you can utilise during the sessions.
.

Art Activities
There are some suggested art activities which are completed in an A5 journal as part of the support
group outline. If you prefer, you can simply use some thicker than normal A4 white paper. (Thicker
paper is necessary so that the paper does not tear while using activities with watercolours or glue.)
The activities are not complicated and will be simple to explain – you do not need to be an art
therapist to use them.
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Group Work
Support groups
Group therapy for adolescents has been evaluated and recommended for a broad range of issues.
Studies show that adolescent group treatment is effective for self-harm (Hawton & Harriss, 2008);
depression (Merry, 2010); anxiety (James, Soler, & Weatherall, 2005); sexual assault (Cassidy,
2007); and substance use (Wagner, Dinklage, Cudworth, & Vyse, 1999). The benefits of group
treatment include the therapeutic factors of attending the group, social cohesion with the group, and
the process of group work.
“The transition to adolescence is a critical period for preventing depression in girls…
In general, girls appear to benefit as much as boys from the existing programs, but programs
developed specifically for girls could have more substantial effects. Research on children’s social
and emotional development identifies a variety of biological, psychological, interpersonal, and
contextual risk factors that occur simultaneously during early adolescence, making them ideal
targets for interventions aiming to prevent depression in this period.
(Gillham & Chaplin, 2011, p. 275)

Support groups which have a common purpose provide an excellent environment for developing
social cohesion. Within mental health support groups, social cohesion results from exploring issues
together, actively participating, real life reflections, and observing others. White and Freeman (2000)
note a benefit of group therapy is the social force of cohesiveness (group members personally
relating to each other) whilst seeking problem resolution.

Early Intervention
Early intervention minimises the long-term economic costs of poor mental health, especially for the
one in four young people experiencing a mental health disorder. Evidence suggests interventions
focused on the prevention of adult and childhood depression and childhood anxiety, are of
particularly good value (Mihalopoulos, Vos, Pirkis, & Carter, 2011). Early intervention provides the
necessary support, information, skills and behaviour modification that many adolescents need when
dealing with mental health issues.
Many mental health conditions, such as mood and anxiety disorders, are more effectively and
efficiently treated through prevention and early intervention approaches. Early intervention is cost
effective and essential for reducing the risk of harmful behaviours. McGorry et al. (2006) argues for
“youth-specific services that focus on the onset phase of a broad range of potentially serious mental
disorders in order to have maximum impact for prevention and early intervention purposes”.
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Recommendations for sessions
Environment
Young people typically respond better to a group program when they are in a comfortable
environment. While you might have some nice couches or a purpose built room, you may also be
running this program in a classroom or other community setting. We recommend doing what you can
to make the environment comfortable and inviting, as well as having some things that may help
distract participants if they are nervous or having difficulty interacting. Some suggestions are
beanbags or pillows, stress balls, colouring pages and pencils / textas, kinetic sand, or some small
handheld puzzles / challenge toys.

Evaluation
As part of the Stressdump program, we would recommend some type of evaluation for participants
which can be used before and after the program to measure improvements and track symptoms. A
scale suitable for young people is highly recommended, such as RCADS – Revised Children’s
Anxiety and Depression Scale.
https://www.corc.uk.net/outcome-experience-measures/revised-childrens-anxiety-and-depressionscale-and-subscales/
Arrival
We recommend having some music playing in the room on arrival for each session – with enough
volume to provide some background noise and set a friendly atmosphere but not too loud. Make
sure participants are welcomed warmly as they arrive, and introduce them to any other group
facilitators and other participants.

Snacks
Depending on the group setting, having some healthy snacks to eat and drink can be a good idea.
This can be a part of the arrival time for the sessions or whenever suits your group. Some participants
may be too nervous to eat or drink in front of others, so always keep this in mind depending on your
clients. However, having something available to eat or drink can also give participants something to
do which may help them relax during a discussion time.

Activities
At the start of each session, the session overview includes any activities and their approximate run
time so that you can plan your session as needed. The times suggested will fit into a 90-minute
program (please note we have allowed a 5-minute margin in the time frames to wrap up or allow for
extra time needed). These times or the activities can be adjusted to suit your needs. If you feel like
your group would benefit from extra icebreakers or activities at any time during the program, there
are some additional resources at the end of the curriculum.

We hope that this resource provides a great foundation for group work
and we welcome your feedback at info@angellightlink.org
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Session 1 – Coping with change
SESSION OVERVIEW







Welcome and introduction (5 min)
Activity – Get to Know Me (15 min)
Group boundaries (15 min)
Facilitator boundaries and confidentiality (10 min)
Stress and coping with change information (10 min)
Journal activity – candles and watercolour (30 min)


Materials for Session 1:
 Get to know me icebreaker sheets
 Pens or pencils
 Butcher paper and coloured textas for group boundaries activity
 A5 art journals (1 per participant) OR thick A4 white paper
 Wax candles, watercolours and paintbrushes
 Plastic cups, cloths, hairdryer, plastic tablecloths
 Example of journal activity

Welcome and Introduction
Ask the girls to sit around comfortably in a circle (including yourself). Welcome the girls, introduce
yourself and any other group facilitators, and give a bit of an introduction to what will be in the
program (see outline below). At this stage the girls are likely to feel quite awkward and unsure of
what is going to happen, so encourage the girls for taking the step to come along to the group.

Introduction Outline
It is great to have you all here! The fact is that just coming along to a new program such as this
naturally causes some nervousness. You might have questions such as: Who will be here? Will I fit
in to the group? What is going to happen in the group? Will I make friends? Can I share honestly
with the group? Am I going to feel uncomfortable?
These are all very normal questions and thoughts. While it is uncomfortable and awkward to come
to a new group, you have already had the courage to put yourself into a challenging environment.
Well done for taking the first step and being brave enough to try something new.

So, what sort of things are going to happen in the group? Together, we will:






Do some activities to help us get to know each other
Look at some different ways to manage stress
Explore issues together; share and support each other
Give you some practical tools and information that you can use in your everyday life
Have fun and build friendships

Stressdump Support Group Curriculum © Angel Light Link 2018
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Session 1 – Coping with change
Introduction Outline Continued…
Through attending the group, our aim is that you would:







Improve your wellbeing
Feel supported
Understand a bit more about your mental health
Learn some new coping skills
Feel that you are better able to manage worry and anxiety
Build relationships and learn from each other

Make sure that during your welcome and introduction you let the group know some of the
practical information too, such as where the bathrooms are located, or where to get a drink.
.

Activity - Get to Know Me
What is needed?



Get to know me sheets for each person in the group (see page 15) – you can print or
photocopy this as many times as needed
Pens / pencils

Always consider whether you have any participants with learning difficulties when there are
reading or writing tasks. Facilitators should be very hands on with this activity and keep it fun.
.
Give everyone a photocopy of the “Get to know me” icebreaker, including any facilitators. Give the
group around 10 minutes to chat to each other, find out something about the people you talk to and
get as many names on their sheet as possible. As there will be more categories than people, you
can use people’s names in more than one category. See if someone can be first to fill their sheet
completely and get everyone’s name at least once!
You might like to use some small prizes such as keyrings, notebooks, stress balls etc. to encourage
participation and increase a sense of competition and fun. You can give prizes for who has the most
names on their list, or the funniest answer etc.
Come back together as a group after the time is up and see who has the most names, also who has
some interesting answers such as where people travelled or something weird they ate.

Purpose
The purpose of the game is to help the girls to feel relaxed and comfortable and get to know the
other girls and facilitators in a non-threatening manner.
If you have a group of young women who are struggling with social anxiety, this activity can prove
very challenging. Don’t force participation, just encourage. If you know your group won’t be ready
for this activity, change it and run another icebreaker or game.
.
Stressdump Support Group Curriculum © Angel Light Link 2018
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Session 1 – Coping with change
Group Boundaries

What is needed?
 Large sheet of butcher paper
 Coloured textas

Ask the girls to sit in a circle on the floor or around a large table. For this activity ask the girls to
brainstorm what they think any boundaries should be for the group so that it is a safe environment
for sharing and discussions. Get the girls to write down as many ideas that they can think of, using
the butcher paper and textas. Some of the themes might include confidentiality, respect, listening
to each other, safety etc.

TIP: Try to get everyone to participate – there are no ‘wrong’ ideas.

For this activity encourage the girls to be self-sufficient – set them the task and just observe from a
bit of a distance (if they need help, you can step in). When they are finished, get the girls to share
the boundaries with you. Ensure that the whole group agrees with and commits to these
boundaries and remind the group that this is an important part of creating a safe place, so the
boundaries must be honoured. Keep these sheets in a safe place.
Depending on your own organisation’s policies, our recommendation for Stressdump support
groups is that each participant:






Will keep the identity of other participants completely confidential
Will keep content of information shared by other participants completely confidential
Will not impose personal views, beliefs or opinions on any other participant in the group
Will share in an appropriate way including considering sensitive topics or issues that may
cause others in the group distress
Will commit to attending each session (unless in instances of illness or emergency)

Purpose
The objective of the group boundaries is to create a safe environment for group discussions and
also to help the girls build rapport by working together to achieve an outcome.
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Session 1 – Coping with change
Facilitator Boundaries and Confidentiality
Let the girls know that as a facilitator running this group, that you also have boundaries to create a
safe and comfortable environment for the girls to share their experiences. Explain that some of
these are some of the same sort of things that the girls have come up with as a group – such as
respecting each individual’s views, and being non-judgemental.

We have provided a short outline below which was relevant to Angel Light Link
in regards to client confidentiality and privacy,
but ensure that you adjust or include any points
that are specific to your organisation or school policies.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality is maintained for all clients participating in support groups. It is important for you to
understand that what we discuss in the groups is confidential. The only time the group facilitators
would need to step outside of that confidentiality agreement is in an instance when:




Facilitator believes that you are a danger to yourself, to others, or someone is a danger to
you
Facilitator is ordered by a court to disclose information
For supervision purposes (basic information only is discussed in this instance, not names or
details that would in any way disclose or identify you, the client)

Group facilitator will make every effort to inform/discuss their intentions with you and work with you
to establish appropriate safeguards if anything needs to be disclosed to others.
Ask the participants if there are any questions and discuss as needed with the group.
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Session 1 – Coping with change
Stress and coping with change
Let the group know that you are going to chat about stress and how it affects us.
In our busy lives, stress can be a normal part of the day. When we feel stressed, it is our body’s
way of letting us know that there is a real or imagined danger; and stress or anxiety can be present
when we have challenges in our life. Stress can be a motivating factor in our lives - it can help us
get out of the way of a falling tree or drive us to study for a test! We all experience some stress,
however too much stress (or certain types of stress) can negatively affect our mental health and
can be bad for us physically, emotionally and mentally.

What things cause stress or worry?
If the girls seem chatty and open you can give them the opportunity to participate and tell you what
things cause stress, otherwise use the list below as a starting point.

A lot of things can cause stress, worry or anxiety. Things we might worry about or things which
cause stress might be:
 New situations, meeting new people, having to try new things
 Worrying about what might happen in the future
 Fear of not being accepted – feeling like we don’t fit in and belong; fear of not being loved
 Stress about school, career or study – homework, expectations, teachers, classmates
 Worrying about what has happened in the past – what we or others have said or done
 Coping with change – schools, family situations, moving house, body changes, friendships
 Worries about health or sickness, either ourselves or those close to us

A lot of things that cause us stress happen every day; at school, at home, and even online. We
can’t avoid every single thing that might cause stress or live in a perfect little bubble. The funny
thing is, the more we try to avoid everyday stressful situations, in the long run our stress and
anxiety can get worse, even if for a short while we feel better. The best way to face our everyday
stress is to find healthy ways to deal with our worries, and learn to manage the physical and
emotional feelings we sometimes experience.
One thing that can cause stress is having to cope with change. Change happens regularly in life,
and you experienced change today in starting this group. In fact, you probably all experienced
some anxieties or worries when you were coming here today! You had no idea what to imagine, or
who might be here. You weren’t sure what you were going to be doing, or what was expected of
you.
Just by coming along today you are already helping to build up resilience and stress management
skills. You had to talk to people you had never met, you had to deal with being in a different
environment, and you had to manage nervous thoughts and feelings. This is all a part of coping
with change.
Let the participants know that the group is going to do a fun activity related to coping with change.
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Session 1 – Coping with change
Journal Activity – Watercolour and candles
What is needed?
 A5 Journals OR thick A4 white paper
 Wax candles, watercolours and paintbrushes
 Plastic tablecloth, plastic cups with water, cloths
(for spills), hairdryer
 Example of the activity
TIP: It is a good idea to do this activity ahead of time
and have an example ready to show the group.

Set up some tables with candles, watercolours, paintbrushes and plastic cups with some water. If
you are using journals, the girls should bring them back each week to use in the group. Otherwise
give the girls a piece of thick A4 white paper. Tell the girls that they are going to use a candle and
write a word in their journal to describe how they were feeling just before coming in to the group. For
example, they might have been feeling tense, anxious, unsure, scared, nervous, or afraid.
When they write with the candle, they will not really be able to see what they are writing (you can
hold it up to the light at a different angle to see it). As they paint over the word with watercolour
paints, the watercolour will not be able to go through the wax from the candle, and the word will
appear in white. They can fill in the whole page with paint or just paint around the word, it is up to
them.
Let the girls know that after they have done the first page with how they were feeling just before
coming in to the group, then they will start a new page with a word describing how they would like to
be feeling after a few weeks of coming to the group. For example, they might like to be feeling calm,
happy, supported; they might want to feel courage or hope.
Encourage the girls to press firmly with their candle so that the word comes out clearly.
Use plenty of water on their brushes to get the watercolours going.
Explain to the girls that coming to the group is a bit like this activity and even like life – we give it a
try but we are not always sure how it will turn out because we can’t see the finish of the story. Show
the girls the example activity then the girls can get started on their own. You might like to have some
music playing in the background once the girls get started on the activity.

Summary / finish
As you are finishing up, see if the girls are comfortable to tell the group about the words that they
have written with the candles. Encourage them for sharing. If you have a few minutes, they might
also like to share a time they have had a to cope with a change in their life, or a funny thing that
happened to them during a time of change.
In summary, thank the girls for coming and encourage them that they have coped with the change
of coming along to a new group – which is a great start! Remind them of any practical things they
need to remember such as bringing along journals, session time or place.
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Get to know me activity
This game is to help everyone get to know each other a bit
better…. So it’s time to chat and try to find out things about
different people in the room!
Write down people’s names if they fit into a category - you can
write their names down more than once.
--------Loves TV reality shows ______________________________
Is wearing something blue _____________________________
Has eaten something really weird (ask them what it was!)
__________________________________________________
Plays a musical instrument ____________________________
Has dreamed that they could fly ________________________
Has had a broken bone _______________________________
Has brown eyes _____________________________________
Has travelled to another country (ask them where they went)
___________________________________________________
Got lost on holiday or on a school excursion _______________
Has never changed a nappy __________________________
Has a pet which sleeps on their bed _____________________
Has met someone famous _____________________________
Loves dancing (even just at home in front of the mirror!)
___________________________________________________
Has cut their own hair _________________________________
Has bumped into something while walking and using phone
___________________________________________________
Loves superhero movies _______________________________
Hates pumpkin ______________________________________
Has patted a kangaroo or koala _________________________
Has a family member or friend who laughs REALLY loud!
___________________________________________________
© Copyright Angel Light Link 2018 – Stressdump Program
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Session 2 – Understanding Stress & Anxiety
SESSION OVERVIEW






Goal Setting (20 min)
Story (10 min)
Anxiety (5 min)
Stress & Anxiety Indicators (30 min)
Safe Place (20 min)

Materials for Session 2:






Pens / textas / coloured pencils
A5 Journals or A4 white paper
Stress & Anxiety symptom list
Glue and scissors (if sticking list into journal)
Whiteboard and whiteboard pens for brainstorming (optional)
If you feel it is needed, you might like to start with another short icebreaker
(see extra activities towards the end of the curriculum). Otherwise help the girls feel
comfortable and start on the goal setting activity.

C
Goal Setting
What is needed?
 Pens / textas
 Journal or A4 white paper
Briefly explain the importance of goals – goals provide something to aim for, and they can help us
be clear about a purpose for whatever we are doing. Having a personal goal for this support group
can give participants more of a purpose for attending.
Ask the girls to write in their journals a goal that they would like to achieve as a result of coming to
the group. They can include up to 3 goals if they would like to – but as long as they have one goal
that is great. For example, this could be learning how to manage stress, being more confident to
share within a group, or it could be their goal to not miss any of the sessions. Encourage the girls to
set reasonable, achievable goals.
After they have all written their goals down, see if the participants would like to share one of their
goals with the group. Reflect with the group about the significance and positive step of setting goals,
but also the importance of having accountability and taking ownership. Let the girls know that we will
reflect on these goals a few times throughout the 8-week program.
Often there will be girls who are reluctant to share with the group. Sometimes when one or two
start sharing, others will be encouraged to open up. You might have participants who are quite
nervous and reluctant to speak; they should feel like they belong in the group without feeling
pressure.

Stressdump Support Group Curriculum © Angel Light Link 2018
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Session 2 – Understanding Stress & Anxiety
Story
Let the group know that you are going to read out a short story about how a young woman
experiences anxiety. Ask the participants to listen and see if they relate to anything that this person
has experienced.

………………………………………………
I suppose you could say I worry a lot.…. I worried about the way I looked and I worried
about my friends and whether they liked me. I worried about my homework, and I worried
about what was going on with my family. I worried about the future, about what would
happen on school camps, I worried about whether I would make a fool of myself.
I’m a bit of a perfectionist… so if I can’t do it right, I’d really rather not do it at all. I
don’t want to feel silly or embarrassed so I kind of avoid things. My mind thinks about
stuff over and over, sometimes it is like a constant noise that I can’t get rid of.
Sometimes I feel so anxious that it is overwhelming. Suddenly, my chest gets really tight,
and my head seems to swim. My heart pounds and I feel like I am in a tunnel and all alone,
even though there are people all around me. Sometimes this happens for no reason at
all… I just want to get away from the feeling but I can’t. My throat constricts and I am
desperate to get air but I can’t breathe properly… I’m desperate to clear my head but I
can’t seem to think straight. I just want to be somewhere safe but I feel trapped…
This is what it is like for me to experience anxiety.

………………………………………………
Connect
Ask the girls what they noticed from the story.
Was there anything they connected to or related to?

As a facilitator it is important understand that everyone can benefit from the interactions and
relationships within the group regardless of personality. Remember that as there is more time to
build relationships and a safe environment, group sharing is likely to improve.

Anxiety Overview
Explain to participants briefly about anxiety.
Anxiety is our internal response to a perceived or real dangers or threats. Sometimes this can be in
response to a particular thing or situation – for example, anxiety when speaking in public, or a fear
of heights - so we might have stress or experience anxiety in certain situations but then it passes.
Other times, we might feel generally anxious – not necessarily with any real trigger or cause, but just
constantly on edge, feeling overwhelmed, tense, worried, afraid or even feeling a sense of dread.
Some of you might describe your feelings the same – and others quite differently. Regardless of
how we express those feelings, anxiety and stress are not pleasant! Everyone experiences stress
at some times or in some situations – actually it’s pretty common. But we don’t want our anxiety to
interfere with us living a normal and healthy life. So today we want to start identifying how stress
and anxiety might be affecting us, then start to learn some techniques on how to manage stress.

Stressdump Support Group Curriculum © Angel Light Link 2018
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Session 2 – Understanding Stress & Anxiety
Stress & Anxiety Indicators
What is needed?
 Pens
 Stress & Anxiety symptom list
 Whiteboard and whiteboard pens for brainstorming (optional)
 Glue and scissors (if sticking list into journal)
It is helpful for participants to be able to identify how stress and anxiety affects them personally in
their mind, emotions, physical bodies, and behaviour. There is a simple list (see page 21) that you
can use as part of this activity, or you may have another tool or evaluation you prefer to use
instead. The purpose of identification is so that when they experience these symptoms or
responses, participants can start to use stress management tools which they will learn each week
as part of the sessions.

Important Note
The list on the following page is not a tool for diagnosis, but a starting point to help
participants identify how they may be feeling or responding in stressful situations.

Depending on your group and how much they are already interacting, you may want to do this activity
in one of a few different ways or a combination:





Brainstorm on a whiteboard and ask the group to come up with ideas of how anxiety can
affect people. Cover each of the categories (mind, emotions, physical body, and behaviour).
Print out a copy of the stress & anxiety list on the following page, and give one each to the
participants. Ask them to tick any that they have experienced. They could also circle a few
symptoms that are particularly affecting them that they would like to work on. If you are using
A5 journals, the girls can stick these in their journals.
Discuss as a group and see if any participants would like to share one or two ways that
anxiety or stress is affecting them, or what they would like to work on managing.

The participants may not have realised that some of their experiences, thoughts or responses
are actually related to stress or anxiety. Discuss this as a group and ensure you remind the girls
that if they are concerned about anything they should talk about this with someone else
who can help, for example, a G.P. or mental health professional.

Stress Management
During this program we are going to focus on helping you learn some techniques you can use if
you are feeling stressed or anxious. There are many things we can all do such as talking to a friend
or family member, or doing a relaxing activity – and you might already be practising some of these
techniques.
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Session 2 – Understanding Stress & Anxiety
Safe place
What is needed?
 Comfortable space to sit down
 Coloured textas / pencils (if the participants want to draw their safe place)
 Journals or A4 white paper
Explain the concept of having a ‘safe place’ to participants.
If we are feeling stressed, upset, afraid or anxious, we often just want to feel safe. Sometimes we
can’t physically leave a situation, whether we are at school or somewhere else, and we can’t
always do things to relax ourselves - so we need a stress management technique we can access
anywhere, anytime. Today we are going to teach you something called your safe place. To
manage stress, you can imagine yourself being in a safe place where nothing can hurt you. You
can use your safe place when you are having a wave of anxiety and you feel you can’t cope. This
can also be a technique you can use if you are having difficulty sleeping.
Your safe place is anywhere that you feel totally safe, secure and relaxed. It could be an actual
place, such as at the beach, in a beautiful forest, or a favourite place you like to visit. Your safe
place could be in your bedroom with a favourite book or music, or in the kitchen with the smell of
mum baking cookies. It can also be an imaginary place. Your safe place is something special to
you – this is something you can do anytime and others don’t need to know you are doing it.
Practising our safe place
Some of you might think this sounds silly or just isn’t going to work. The aim of your safe place isn’t
just about imagining a nice place in your mind. Our brain is quite amazing, and when our mind gets
busy imagining all those details and the safe things that we feel, it actually translates to our body
and our feelings, and can help us calm down in the midst of a stressful situation. The more we use
our imagination and transform into safe feelings, the further we move away from anxious thoughts.
To help you understand how to practise this, I’m going to describe my safe place to you, to give
you an idea of what it is like. To make it as real as possible, I close my eyes and see all the details
in my mind. Ask the girls to all close their eyes and try to imagine they are in the place you are
going to describe (use your own safe place if you prefer).
“You are at a beautiful beach; it is a lovely day and the sky is clear and blue. You can feel
the hot sand under your feet as you walk, and you squish it between your toes. You walk
towards the ocean and feel the cool refreshing water run up and over your ankles. You
step back from the water and lie down in the soft sand, watching the water crash against
the rocks and out to sea again. You can hear the seagulls squawking, you feel the warm
sun on your face, you can also smell the salty water and air. It’s such a peaceful place…
there is no one else there…just you and the ocean...”
Make sure you speak slowly and calmly as you describe the safe place.
Now ask the girls to take a few minutes and imagine their own safe place – let them know they will
NOT need to share this with anyone, this is personal for them. Encourage the girls to be as
descriptive is possible in their minds when they imagine their safe place. What do they see? What
can they feel and hear? Is there anything they can taste? How does their safe place make them
feel? Ask them to close their eyes while they do this.
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Session 2 – Understanding Stress & Anxiety
Summary / finish
If time allows, participants can write in their journal about their safe place, or even draw a picture of
it. You could also discuss how participants felt after imagining their safe place – did they feel relaxed
or sleepy? Or did they feel awkward closing their eyes and doing this activity with other people
around?
Encourage the group to practise their safe place on their own, perhaps when they are going to sleep
that night or when they are in a quiet place on their own.
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MIND - how I think

PHYSICAL BODY - what I experience

 Anxious thoughts

 Headaches / sore neck or shoulders

 Constant worrying

 Feeling tired

 Mind racing

 Racing heartbeat

 Can’t concentrate

 Rapid breathing

 Struggle to remember things

 Upset stomach / feeling sick

 See things negatively

 Dizzy or lightheaded

 Imagine the worst outcome

 Sweating, clammy hands

EMOTIONS - how I feel

BEHAVIOUR - how I respond

 Feel overwhelmed

 Not sleeping well or sleeping lots

 Feel frustrated, irritated or angry

 Avoiding situations, people or places

 Feel afraid or scared, fearful

 Not eating or eating too much

 Feel sad or depressed

 Restless or fidgeting

 Feel lonely

 Biting fingernails / pulling hair / picking

 Feel nervous or on edge

 Become more quiet or more talkative

 Feeling panic

 Pacing up and down
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Session 3 – Getting Grounded
SESSION OVERVIEW





Getting grounded (10 min)
5-4-3-2-1 Activity (20 min)
Living in the now (10 min)
Journal activity – magazine collage (45 min)

Materials for Session 3:





Things to feel, smell and taste for 5-4-3-2-1 activity – see examples below
o kinetic sand, fluffy blanket, mini massage ball, stress ball, soft pillows
o Scented candle, dry leaves, perfume, rope, milk chocolate.
A5 Journals OR thick A4 white paper
Journal activity
o Example of completed journal activity
o Glue and scissors
o Quotes ready to print out (see page 26)
o Journals or A4 thick white paper
o Magazines to cut pictures out of

Check In
Ask the participants if anyone put into practise their safe place from the previous week?
See if anyone found it helpful to identify ways that anxiety was affecting them.

Getting grounded
Last week we talked about some of the experiences we have when we are stressed or anxious.
When we are anxious, we are on alert – all our senses are heightened - so our minds and bodies
can sometimes seem unable to relax. Ideally, our bodies and mind should go back to normal after
the stress is over – but we can end up being constantly anxious and feeling tense or worried. This is
exhausting physically and emotionally!
One of the goals of attending this groups is to help you manage your stress and reduce the negative
feelings or experiences when you are anxious. To do this, we are going to teach you some simple
techniques that you can use to manage your anxiety and help you get back in a more relaxed state.
Trying to deal with our stress and anxiety is not about avoiding it or even trying to get rid of it
completely, but to ensure that we can manage our stress and not have those anxious thoughts and
feelings controlling our lives. We do that in a few different ways – using strategies to help your mind
and body relax and also ways to help your brain focus on something else or process information in
a different way.
Make a connection with the checklist that participants filled in the week before,
and let the group know that today we will be looking at some new ways
to manage our automatic responses to stress or anxiety.
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Session 3 – Getting Grounded
5-4-3-2-1 Activity
What is needed?
 Things to feel, smell and taste for 5-4-3-2-1 activity – see examples below
o kinetic sand, fluffy blanket, mini massage ball, stress ball, soft pillows
o Scented candle, dry leaves, perfume, rope, milk chocolate.

Talk the participants through the 5-4-3-2-1 Activity.
 5 things you can see
 4 things you can touch
 3 things you can hear
 2 things you can smell
 1 thing you can taste

This is a grounding exercise to help the girls focus on their present surroundings.
o

Start with the girls sitting in their chairs, and ask them to really look around the room and
notice 5 things that they can see. Do this silently for a minute or so, then ask the girls for
feedback on one or two things they noticed.

o

Then move on to 4 things they can touch. This time the girls can get up and walk around the
room – ask them to explore and find things with different textures. Can they find things that
are rough, smooth, cold or textured?

o

Next sit down again, and focus on 3 things you can hear. Be silent for a short period then get
some feedback from the girls.

o

Then move on to 2 things they can smell. This time the girls can get up again and walk around
the room – what can they smell? Food, perfumes, other scents?

o

Finally do 1 thing they can taste. First ask them if they can identify a taste in their mouth –
probably the last thing they ate  Then hand around a small piece of the milk chocolate, ask
them to just let it melt in their mouth and really enjoy the taste and experience.

Activity Insight
Let the girls know that this is an exercise they can do anywhere, anytime – and no one
has to know they are doing it. The activity can be done quickly and quietly wherever
they are – in a room, on a train, surrounded by people, etc. They can simply focus on
the sights, sounds, smells etc. around them using the 5-4-3-2-1 method.
This activity will help them bring their focus back on the present, and is great to use
when they are feeling anxious or restless.
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Session 3 – Getting Grounded
Live in the now
Explain to the participants about living in the now.
Often we are so worried, stressed and distracted that we forget to enjoy the moments we are
experiencing. We might be eating some cake but instead of enjoying it, we worry that we are eating
too much; or we are at the beach thinking about the test we had a couple of days ago. When we
have time on a Saturday to lie in bed and be lazy, instead of enjoying it our mind is racing about
what we have to do later in the day.

Many of our anxious thoughts are about the future (what will happen) or the past (what did happen),
so we miss out on enjoying the PRESENT.

Living in the now is about consciously enjoying and focusing on what is happening in the moment.
 Hearing the sound of birds as you walk through the park
 Lying in the sun enjoying the warmth
 Enjoying the hot water running over your body in the shower
 Savouring icecream and the cold feeling it is making in your mouth
 Watching a toddler laugh and play
Ask the group to give some ideas of how they can ‘live in the now’ with everyday activities as well
as special moments.
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Session 3 – Getting Grounded
Journal activity – magazine collage
What is needed?
 A5 Journals OR thick A4 white paper
 Magazines, scissors, glue
 Example of the activity – see picture
 Printouts of quotes (see page 26)

TIP: It is a good idea to do this activity ahead of time
and have a physical example ready to show the group.

Explain to the girls that they are going to do a journal activity about things that help them relax and
feel calm, and things that help them live in the present. Show the girls the journal example and let
them know that they will make their own page by cutting out magazine pictures of things that they
enjoy, things that make them happy or things that help them live in the now. This might be anything
they like to see or do, or ways they relax – such as going to the beach, cooking, playing sport, having
fun with their pet, planting flowers, eating favourite foods, reading books, watching movies, or
hanging out with friends and family. They can also use the quotes to glue on the page (print out
multiple copies so that participants have options).

Activity Insight
When we get really involved in an activity or task, we can lose track of other things around us –
including anxious thoughts – and get in the ‘flow’ of what we are doing. This is a really positive
result, and something that participants can use at home to help them manage stress.
We often get thoroughly engaged in the flow of activities such as this journal activity,
which is part of the therapeutic benefit.

Summary / finish
Encourage participants to find activities that help them get engrossed and in the ‘flow’ of what is
happening presently. Although this might only feel like a short term relief from anxiety, the girls are
actually refocusing their thoughts, feelings, physical body and behaviours from stressed to relaxed.
As we do this regularly, this can help break negative thought patterns and get them out of a cycle
of stress related experiences and behaviours.
If time allows, discuss how the girls felt during the journal activity and get some feedback on how
they are connecting with each other now that we are at the end of the third session.
Remind the girls to bring their journal along next week - and encourage them to practise something
this week that helps them get back in the ‘present’ by using one of the 5 senses, or doing an activity
where they can get in the ‘flow’.
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Session 4 – Emotions
SESSION OVERVIEW






Wool activity – Sometimes I feel like… (20 min)
Emotions (10 min)
Activity – feelings and emotions in colour (20 min)
Discussion (25 min)
Goal revision (10 min)

Materials for Session 4:





Wool
Coloured textas
Butcher paper
A5 Journals or A4 white paper

Check In
Ask the participants if anyone put into practise any of the grounding activities
from the previous session… what did it look like for them when they were ‘grounded’ or calm?

Wool activity – “Sometimes I feel like…”
What is needed?
 Ball of wool
Get the group spread out, standing in a circle at least a metre away from each other – but not too
far away. Facilitators should also be involved in this activity.
The first person starts with the ball of wool and unravels it a bit; holding on to the end of the wool
they say “Sometimes I feel like” and finish with anything they want to say. It could be funny or
serious, about wanting to eat chocolate for breakfast or sometimes feeling like giving up. Then they
keep holding their end of the wool and throw it to anyone else in the group. That person catches
the wool and either responds, “Yes, I feel like that too” or “No, I’ve never felt like that!” (Doesn’t
have to be exact words). Then that person says their own statement of “Sometimes I feel like” and
keeps holding that bit of wool and throws it to another person.
Unravelling some wool each time before you throw it makes it easier. Everyone keeps holding their
part of the wool and throwing the rest of the ball to others in the group, and you can continue for as
long as you like. The activity ends up with the wool looking like a big spider web.
As well as the girls having a good time, participants will usually express in deeper terms how
they are feeling. Numerous insights can be brought out, including that we are all connected, and
that we often have similar experiences that we don’t always talk about.
An interesting discussion can also be had at the end of the activity relating to the tangled wool:
what should you do with it and how does this relate to stuff in our lives? Do we try to untangle it
(a complicated and time consuming process) or do we just throw it in the bin and let it go?
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Session 4 – Emotions
Emotions Overview
Give the girls a brief overview and understanding of emotions.
An emotion is our response to what we are feeling or experiencing. Sometimes we might find it easy
to share our emotions or talk about them – and other times we might find it hard to even figure out
what we are feeling!
Emotions are an important indicator of what is going on in our lives. We often view emotions and
label them as either good or bad. However, we don’t need to judge our emotions! Even emotions
which might be viewed as negative all serve a purpose – they tell us what we are experiencing at
the time. Stress or anxiety can intensify our emotional responses – but on the other hand stress can
cause us to hide or stuff down our emotions. Today we want to look at a balanced approach – not
letting emotions go crazy, but not denying them either.
If we think an emotion is negative, we might not want to share it with others. We might feel like others
view us as too sensitive or weak if we tell them how we are feeling. But we all experience feelings,
both positive and negative, and pushing away our feelings or ignoring them can make the feelings
worse.

In our discussion we want to look at 3 things we can do with emotions which will help us manage
stress and build emotional resilience:




Identifying our emotions and being aware of them
Managing our emotions
Appropriately sharing our emotions

(Emotional awareness)
(Emotional regulation)
(Emotional expression)

If there is a whiteboard it is a good idea to have these dot points up on the board.
Identifying and appropriately sharing our emotions can help us manage our emotions. When we try
to stuff down our emotions or don’t know how to express what we are feeling, this can result in not
being in a healthy place emotionally. We don’t want to shut ourselves off from others, but on the
other hand we don’t just want to blow up or let our feelings out over everyone. We need balance.
Picture our emotions like water coming out of a tap. The tap regulates the emotions – whether they
come out just like a tiny trickle or come streaming out.
If we can be aware of our emotions, we can learn to regulate the tap. This means we control or
manage our emotions so that when we express them, it doesn’t negatively impact on ourselves or
others around us. That means considering when and where we open our tap, and how much we let
out. For example, there are times to share deeper things, and times to just share general frustrations.
Some things may be too personal to share with friends or even in a group such as this. But at the
same time, being open and vulnerable in a healthy way is good for us. When we learn to express
our emotions in a safe way and with safe people, it helps us stay healthy and not get ‘blocked up’
emotionally.
Ensure you keep your language simple! 
This session is not about participants suddenly mastering all 3 areas,
but rather for the girls to start thinking about how they can
identify and express the emotions they are currently experiencing.
Next we will do an activity to start us help to identify and recognise our emotions.
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Session 4 – Emotions
Activity - feelings and emotions in colour
What is needed?
 Coloured textas
 Butcher paper
 A5 journals (or white A4 paper)
As a group, give the girls coloured textas to use and a large piece of butcher paper. Explain that you
want them to pick out different coloured textas and write down words about a feeling or emotion that
the colour reminds them of. For example, they might associate yellow as happy, so using the yellow
texta they should write ‘happy’ in yellow. The girls should continue using as many different emotion
words as they can and use a colour they associate with that feeling.
Activity insights
It doesn’t matter if the group has the same words repeated; participants will often use different
words and colours to describe different things – let them know that this is absolutely fine and that
there is no right and wrong. There will likely be some similarities as well as some differences – for
example one might see red as angry while another might see it as excited.


Once participants have come up with an assortment of words on the butcher paper, get the
girls to do an individual task. Ask the participants to write in their journal 5 emotions that they
are regularly experiencing in life (using the colours they feel represent them).

Discussion
One at a time, encourage the participants to share briefly about an emotion they have been
experiencing recently. If they prefer, they might like to share about a situation that happened
previously rather than current circumstances. Remind the girls of the group boundaries; and
encourage them that talking about emotions can help, even when a situation can’t be fixed.
As a group, provide support and encouragement to the person sharing, ensuring the group is
listening and being non-judgemental. As time allows and depending on how open the girls are,
explore issues around themes of identifying and expressing emotions.
Some suggested themes of discussion might be:
 What was happening while they experienced this feeling?
 Were they aware of the emotion at the time, or only afterwards?
 Did they try to hide the feeling from others, or did they express it?
 What does it look like for you when you are managing and expressing your emotions in a
healthy way?

Goals revision
Ask the girls to reflect back on the goals in their journal and see how they are going. Encourage
group sharing around their goals and reassure them if they don’t feel like they have made much
progress! Remind them to put into practise at home or at school some of the practical things that we
have been learning.
Summary / finish
Remind the girls to bring their journal along each week. Encourage participants to pay attention to
their emotions this week and see if they can identify them and reflect on whether they are expressing
or containing their emotions. They might like to write in their journal any experiences and emotions
for the week.
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Session 5 - Relationships & Social anxiety
SESSION OVERVIEW









Relationships & social anxiety (8 min)
Social Anxiety tips (7 min)
Deep breathing (10 min)
Communication Skills (10 min)
Communication activity (20 min)
Discussion (20 min)
Muscle relaxation (10 min)

Materials for Session 5:




Printed black and white pictures for communication activity
White paper
Pens

Check In
Ask the participants if anyone kept in mind identifying their emotions during the previous week;
check how they went managing and expressing their emotions in a healthy way.

Relationships and Social Anxiety Overview
Relationships in our lives are very important. Our family and friends provide opportunities for support,
learning, fun, care, communication, personal growth, and sharing life together. Being alone or
isolated isn’t good for our wellbeing – we function better in life when we have healthy relationships.
But while good relationships are so important, one of the things that can cause a lot of stress in our
lives can be people and relationships! Whether it is tension in a relationship, pressure to perform, a
lack of support, disagreements, poor communication, or worrying about what others think of us, these
things can all be a trigger for experiencing stress or anxiety.
Relationships are also where we have the opportunity to share our experiences with others. We all
need a safe person who will listen to how we feel and provide emotional support for what is going
on in our lives. The way we express our emotions, and how others react or respond, can have a
significant influence on whether we continue to share our feelings, and it can also impact on the way
we share our feelings.

Social Anxiety
It is normal to be nervous in certain situations, such as talking in front of your class at school, or
going to a party when you don’t know anyone. Sometimes, we try to avoid those sort of situations
because we have a fear of being laughed at, judged, or we worry we will embarrass ourselves. Social
anxiety affects our ability to get involved in everyday life, and our fear is usually out of proportion to
the situation. When we experience social anxiety, our mind and body are telling us we are in danger,
even though there is no physical danger to us. So we might experience things such as sweating,
heart racing, feeling panic, fidgeting, or our mind having negative thoughts.
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Session 5 - Relationships & Social anxiety
Tips for Managing Social Anxiety
First, ask the group if they have any suggestions on ways to manage or overcome social anxiety.
Then share a few quick tips with the participants.
 Focus on participation rather than perfection.
Avoidance of social activities will likely just increase your social anxiety, so having a go and
participating is one of the best things we can do. Try out for the school choir or join a group you are
interested in. Being involved in a range of activities with different people will also help build your
confidence.
 Remember that most people experience some level of anxiety in certain social situations.
Normalise these feelings and remind yourself that you are not in any physical danger.
 Face your fears – and shift your focus from feelings to doing.
Get involved in the task at hand, and be willing to face your fears – you might find that the outcome
is worth any discomfort you feel!
 Start with small steps.
Don’t put too much pressure on yourself; and remember to celebrate every little accomplishment!
Reward your bravery when you make progress.
 Use different techniques to manage any anxiety you may be feeling.
Grounding or relaxation techniques can be very helpful when experiencing social anxiety. We will
look at a few more anxiety management strategies today, including breathing.

Deep Breathing
Explain that one of the physical symptoms of experiencing social anxiety can be breathing very fast
and taking short, shallow breaths. Practise some simple deep breathing with the group as a tool to
help them calm down in stressful situations.
There are many apps which you can use for this activity,
or you can just talk them through a deep breathing exercise as below.
Count out loud, asking the group to breathe in through their nose for 3, then out through their
mouth for 3. Keep repeating this for a minute or so. When deep breathing, we should be able to
feel our abdomen rise and fall, rather than our chest – sometimes it is helpful for participants to lie
on their back with their knees bent and feet flat on the floor to help them get the hang of it. Explain
that we naturally hold our breath and get uptight when we are stressed, and deep breathing can
help to settle you and really does also help to mentally calm you down. Encourage the group to
practise this technique at home until it becomes natural for them, then if they notice they are
becoming anxious or feeling stressed they can put it into practise.
Ask the girls to breathe in counting to 3, then let out the breath counting to 3. (You should count
out loud for the girls). They might like to think of their safe place while they are doing this.
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Session 5 - Relationships & Social anxiety
Communication Skills
Within relationships it is essential to have communication. Communication is an opportunity to share
information with another person or a group of people. Put simply, communication is about the
messages we send to other people, and how other people receive them (and how we receive
messages from others). We can communicate in many different ways, and a number of factors make
up the way we communicate with others. Communication can be filled with complex information, and
our messages can easily get mixed up. Although we might intend for a message to mean one thing,
the person receiving it may think something totally different. This also goes for us – we can receive
a message very differently than what another person intended.
It’s not just the words that we use (including when we are texting or communicating using written
words rather than spoken), but how we say it and what tone the message communicates. When
communicating in person, things which make up part of the messages we send or receive include:








Our volume
Our voice tone
How fast or slow we talk
Whether we speak clearly or mumble
Body language – do we smile or make eye contact? Are we facing towards people or turning
away? Does our body look friendly and open, or do we look defensive or aggressive?
Assertiveness – are we able to speak up when we need to, ask for help, or say no?
Social skills – are we confident talking to others, meeting new people, getting involved in
group activities, or dealing with conflict?

Communication skills and social skills are built over time – as teens you are still learning how to send
and receive messages effectively. Practising our communication skills within a game can give us
insight into how we might communicate with others. We’re going to do a fun activity which focuses
on how we communicate ideas to others, while following certain rules of what we can or can’t say.

Communication Activity
What is needed?
 Printed black and white pictures
 White paper
 Pens
Print out a copy of the black and white pictures (see page 35), and cut them into 6 individual pictures.
Give everyone paper and a pen. Without showing anyone else, give one girl a picture and ask her
to try to explain to everyone else how to draw the picture, one instruction at a time. The girls who
are drawing should try to guess what the object is as soon as they think they know it. Give a few
different people a go at describing different pictures.
The person explaining the picture can’t give clues about what the object is, just use directions or
shapes such as: draw a square, then draw a triangle on top of the square, or draw a line down the
left hand side of the page. It might be best if a facilitator demonstrates this first, then give some of
the other participants a turn.
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Session 5 - Relationships & Social anxiety
Communication activity continued
You might like to ask the participants for feedback on any areas that they recognised that they found
difficult within this communication activity. See if the participants are able to reflect on how they might
be able to improve their communication.
Use this fun (and sometimes nerve-wracking or frustrating!) activity to talk about why
communication is so important within relationships. Remind the girls that even when we know
exactly what we want to communicate, it is often hard to do this
in a way which other people will understand us.

Discussion
Focus a discussion around the importance of healthy relationships. You might like to ask some
questions such as:









How do our relationships help support our mental health?
When we are feeling anxious, do we keep quiet or ask for help?
What could we do to lower expectations on ourselves in social situations?
Has anyone had a situation where they were able to give something a try regardless of their
social anxiety?
Who are the people you feel most comfortable around?
What does it look like for you when you have healthy relationships?
What non-verbal messages are we sending? Are these messages working for us or are they
possibly pushing others away?
What is one thing we could do this week to build healthier relationships?
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Session 5 - Relationships & Social anxiety
Muscle Relaxation
One of the physical responses to stress and anxiety is that we may be tensing our muscles without
realising it. Participants might recognise this in areas such as shoulder and neck tightness, tension
headaches, clenching teeth or fists, or aching in particular areas. A method to help with this physical
response is to consciously tense and then relax different muscle groups. Practising muscle relaxation
can help with this automatic stress response.
For this activity, ensure participants are wearing comfortable clothing and the environment is free
from distractions. Also consider any physical limitations or injuries or where this activity may not be
appropriate for particular people. Participants can sit or lie down in a comfortable position for the
activity.
There are many apps which you can use for muscle relaxation,
or you can just talk them through the exercise as below.
Muscle relaxation can be done with the group in a few ways. Instruct the group to tense their whole
body for around 5 seconds, then slowly relax and focus on feeling the tension falling away from their
body. Do this a few times, but be careful not to overly tense muscles or cause pain. While they are
doing this, they might like to imagine their body changing physically as they relax their muscles. For
example, they might like to think of their body as a rope which is slowly unknotting, or picture the
tension melting away like melting chocolate.
You can also do muscle relaxation as a progressive sequence, working through different parts of the
body in either direction. You can try starting with your feet and work your way up your body; going
through your lower and upper legs, hips and buttocks, chest and stomach, back and shoulders,
upper and lower arms, and face including mouth and jaw, cheeks and forehead. Practise tensing
each muscle group for about 5 seconds and holding, then focus on relaxing that muscle group for
around 10 seconds. Be careful not to overly tense the muscle or cause pain.

Summary / finish
Remind the participants to bring their journal along each week. Encourage participants to pay
attention to their relationships this week, and aim to put into practise one of the social skills or
physical relaxation exercises. They might like to write in their journal any experiences and thoughts
for the week.
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Session 6 - Resilience
SESSION
OVERVIEW
What
is needed?
 Resilience quotes printed
  Magazines
Resilience Magazine Activity (25
 A4 White paper
 What is Resilience? (5 min)
 Glue
Discussion (30 min)
  Scissors

min)

 Goals Revision (15 min)
 Reflection on group transition (10 min)

Materials for Session 6:
 Resilience quotes printed out (see page 39)
 Magazines
 A4 White paper
 Glue
 Scissors
 Example of resilience activity

Resilience magazine activity
What is needed?
 Resilience quotes
 Magazines
 Example of the activity – see picture
 A4 White paper
 Glue and scissors
TIP: It is a good idea to do this activity ahead of time
and have a physical example ready to show the group.
This activity is done in pairs or groups of 3, depending on how many girls you have. It is best to
make the teams as even as possible so there is no advantage. Tell the girls that you are going to
give them a quote about resilience (see page 39) as well as a blank piece of paper, a magazine,
one pair of scissors and a glue stick for each pair or team of girls. Give the girls a set amount of
time to see if they can find the words of the quote in their magazine, cut them out and stick them
on to their blank paper to create the quote (see example picture above). We suggest around 15 20 minutes depending on age and development - use a timer to keep time. They can make up the
words from cutting out whole words, or make them out of individual letters too.
We suggest making this into a competition to put the participants in more of a pressure
situation. Watch how they communicate and work as a team. The first team finished
gets a prize, or the team with the most words finished gets a prize.
Give girls a time reminder at half way and when they have a few minutes to go. When the time is
up, ensure everyone stops working and get the girls to count up how many words they have
finished. Get the girls to read out their quotes as they are (even if words are missing).
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What is Resilience?
Resilience is the ability to recover when there have been difficulties or challenges in our lives. You
might like to think of resilience like a rubber band – resilience is our capacity to bounce back into
shape after we have been stretched. Resilience is the ability to cope when people don’t like us or
perhaps treat us badly; it is being able to recover when things go wrong or something terrible or
unexpected happens. Resilience is about having the flexibility to manage changes in our lives.
Resilience doesn’t mean that everything is immediately ok after something happens, it is a journey
that we are on as we personally grow in life. Resilience is about strengthening our ability to cope
with challenges. Resilience is a bit like a muscle, we can strengthen and grow it. It is made up of a
lot of different things – for example, coming to a group like this is helping you build resilience.
Supportive relationships and your own self-esteem and strengths also contribute to your resilience.
Learning new problem solving skills and coping strategies for stress can also build resilience.

Discussion
Have a discussion about resilience, using the questions below as a guide and also relating it back
to the magazine activity.










Describe a person you think has resilience.
Before the activity started, did you feel confident that you would finish the activity, or did
you feel like you might not finish? Did your attitude affect the outcome of the challenge?
How do you think our attitude affects our ability to overcome difficulties in life?
What does it look like for you when you feel resilient (or strong and able to cope with a
challenge)?
Did you apply any strategies or problem solving skills to the magazine activity which helped
you? What problem solving skills might you be able to use in life to build resilience?
During the previous week we discussed relationships, social anxiety and social skills. How
does building resilience relate to these areas?
Do we often feel like we are missing something in our lives or worrying about small things?
How does this distract us from the bigger picture in life?
Looking back, has there been a situation where you recognise you had resilience or
perhaps an area where you want to build resilience?
What else can we apply from this activity to our lives? For example, rewarding ourselves for
completing a challenging task, keeping a positive attitude, not backing down from a
challenge, problem solving, don’t sweat the small stuff, etc.

Goals revision
Ask the girls to reflect back on the goals in their journal and see how they are going. Encourage
group sharing around their goals and ask them to share about any areas of personal growth. Ask
participants to write down one way they would like to build resilience this week.
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Session 6 - Resilience
Reflection on Group Transition
An important part of any group work is to acknowledge the feelings that participants may have around
group closure. The important processes of building relationships and connecting with the group
around a common theme can bring up a whole new range of emotions when they feel that those
benefits may be finishing. For some participants, this transition can be as difficult as the change
which comes with starting a new group.
Open up the discussion about the group finishing up in a few weeks. Ask the participants how they
are feeling in relation to this, and for any reflections about the group so far. Do they have any fears
or feel anxious about leaving the group? Remind the group that there is no right or wrong way to
feel, and honour different feelings and opinions. Explore ways to carry on learning and continue
connections. Let the participants know that the group will continue to reflect on this over the next
few weeks, and during the final session there will be an opportunity for final reflection and
celebration. Ask the participants if they have any suggestions on how they might like to celebrate
the group and reflect together, and make note of any suggestions.
Summary / finish
Remind the participants to bring their journal along each week. Encourage participants to reflect on
how they can build resilience this week. They might like to write in their journal any experiences and
thoughts during the week.
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Session 7 – Anxiety & our mind
SESSION OVERVIEW





Anxious Thoughts (10 min)
Automatic thoughts activity (40 min)
Discussion (20 min)
Reflection on group transition (15 min)

Materials for Session 7:






Pens
Glue
Automatic thoughts sheet – enough for at least 2 per person (see page 43)
A5 Journals and extra paper
Whiteboard / markers / butcher paper / textas (optional for example activity)

Check In
Ask the participants if anyone felt they were able to build resilience since the previous week.

Anxious Thoughts Overview
During the day we have thousands of thoughts going through our mind. Sometimes we are focused
and intentionally thinking about things – but a lot of the time are thoughts are ‘automatic’ and just
happen.
You have many different thoughts – some might be positive; some might be negative. Thoughts
can be about ourselves, about other people, about things, or just random thoughts! You might also
find that you ‘role play’ scenarios in your mind – you start thinking and imagining how things are
going to turn out for different situations. There are also common things that everyone worries about
from time to time – our health, our family and friends, school or work, or what the future holds.
When we are feeling stressed or anxious, our automatic thoughts can just seem to keep going
around and around in our mind – and this can result in us feeling like we can’t do anything about
either the worrying situation or the endless stream of thoughts. A constant cycle of worrying
thoughts can affect our quality of life but these thoughts are not necessarily facts. They are just our
automatic response to what is going on around us.
The more we think about a certain thing, the more we are likely to believe our view or interpretation
of what is going on. These thoughts are our ‘self-talk’, and it isn’t always healthy. But we can do
something about it, and identifying our thoughts is the first step – if we can ‘catch’ them and write
them down, this can help us to challenge the thoughts that are unhelpful, untrue or irrational. This
also helps us break the cycle of anxious thoughts – otherwise it can be a bit like being on a merrygo-around!
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Automatic Thoughts Activity
What is needed?
 Automatic thoughts sheet printed out (enough for 2 per participant – see page 43)
 Pens

Give the girls a copy of the automatic thoughts sheet (see page 43) and explain that we will do an
activity to help the girls identify their thoughts and challenge them.
Ask the girls to give some examples of thoughts that you might have when you are stressed.
E.g. “I’m going to fail my maths exam.” “Trains are unsafe and I could get lost.” “No-one is going to
talk to me at my new school.” Once the participants have the idea, go through the steps below with
the group, getting them to fill in their sheet.
Some of the participants might need individual help with this activity.
Activity insights
Depending on the group, it can be helpful to do an example automatic thought
all together as a group first, perhaps using a whiteboard or butcher paper to demonstrate.
Get the girls to give an example, then work through the challenge questions together, coming up
with some replacement thoughts.

Step 1
Identify a thought that you worry about. Write it down on your sheet. Try to write it down exactly as
you would think it naturally. Writing a thought down helps us see exactly what we are thinking.

Step 2
Ask yourself the challenge questions. Not all of these will apply to your automatic thought, but find
one (or more) that is relevant for your thought and focus on that. Think through the scenario with
your challenge question; see if your automatic thought is realistic or helpful, or are you thinking
about the worst possible outcome?

Step 3
Keeping your challenge in mind, see if you can write a replacement thought that is more positive,
more realistic, or more helpful. The replacement thought is about redirecting our mind. It doesn’t
change the situation itself, but it can change our outlook on the situation.

Remind the participants that this sort of exercise definitely takes practise
to become a bit more natural – but it can be a helpful exercise you can do at home
if you find your thoughts are continually anxious or your mind is racing.
Stopping to write something down can be helpful simply to interrupt our train of thought.

Give the girls an extra sheet of the automatic thoughts activity so that they can stick into their
journal, then they can also practise this at home.
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Discussion
Encourage the participants to share about a situation they experienced (at any time) when they felt
they were able to manage their anxious thinking. Remind the girls of the group boundaries.
As a group, provide support and encouragement to the person sharing, ensuring the group is
listening and being non-judgemental. Also discuss how our thoughts and emotions are connected.
Some suggested discussion questions are included below.

Allow space for the girls to give feedback to each other and reflect on what different
individuals are saying. Don’t always provide the answer, but encourage the participants to
really get involved and give their ideas and opinions.

Discussion questions
 What are some of the typical things you experience in your mind when you are stressed –
mind racing, can’t concentrate, seeing things negatively?
 What are some other ideas on how the group can learn to focus and ‘catch’ their thoughts
when this is happening?
 How are our thoughts and emotions connected?
 Do you think our thoughts come first, or our emotions?
 What does it look like for you when you are able to manage your thoughts and emotions?
 How can we recognise when our self-talk isn’t healthy?

Reflection on Group Transition
Reopen the discussion about the group finishing up at the end of next week. Ask for feedback and
thoughts / emotions; look for any conflicting signals where participants may say they are feeling
fine about it, but body language or other signals may indicate they are feeling uncomfortable or
upset. Also be aware that the knowledge of group closure may cause some participants to slightly
withdraw or even struggle to interact during activities.
Be sure to have some suggestions on hand of where participants can connect with their community
or attend other support services after the group is finished. Provide brochures and contact details
so that participants can take these with them.
Ask the participants if they have any other suggestions on how they might like to celebrate the
group and reflect together next week, and make note of any suggestions.

Summary / finish
Remind the participants to bring their journal along each week. Encourage participants to pay
attention to their thoughts this week and see if they can identify them and challenge any thoughts
that are unhelpful, irrational or untrue. They might like to write in their journal any experiences and
thoughts for the week.
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Session 8 – Self-Care
SESSION OVERVIEW








Celebration (20)
Evaluation (5)
Reflection & Moving Forward (25)
Self-care (5)
Self-care activity (20)
Final Farewell (5)

Materials for Session 8:








Celebration ingredients – optional, see below and page
Evaluation
Pens
Textas / pens
Self-care printouts,
Glue
A5 Journals or A4 white paper

Check In
Ask the participants if they felt they were able to challenge or replace their thoughts
during the week. How difficult was this to put into practise?

Celebration
We recommend a celebration to mark the final session of the group as a special occasion. You
may like to have a bit of a party or do something specific. As this is a self-care session with a focus
on being healthy inside and out, we suggest bringing some healthy ingredients and 2 - 3 blenders,
and the participants can make healthy smoothies. You could also decorate cupcakes, make fruit
kebabs, or do anything which suits your group!

If you are eating food or doing smoothies, you might like to discuss the reflection / moving
forward sections which you are eating or drinking.

Be sure to include any suggestions that participants made in previous weeks.
Some smoothie recipes have been included on page 48 – the recipes are dairy free with no added
sugar. Feel free to print and laminate these to give to participants to take home. Or bring your own
recipes and party ideas! Be aware of any dietary requirements or allergies that participants may
have.
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Evaluation
Doing an evaluation is optional however this is a great way to track participant growth. If you are
using a particular scale or method to measure anxiety and depression indicators a scale suitable
for young people is highly recommended, such as RCADS – Revised Children’s Anxiety and
Depression Scale.
https://www.corc.uk.net/outcome-experience-measures/revised-childrens-anxiety-and-depressionscale-and-subscales/
If you would like a brief group evaluation (qualitative outcomes) there is a sample on page 49
which can be printed and used. Encouraging the participants to think about what they have learned
will be beneficial as the group reflects in the next section.
Reflection & Moving Forward
Encourage the girls to look through their journals as a bit of a reminder of what we did each week.
Ask each person to share a favourite thing or something they enjoyed during the sessions.
Now ask the participants to reflect on the goals that they wrote down in the second week. Ask each
of them what they feel have learned through the program, and to share with the group something
they feel they have experienced personal growth during the program.
Be sure to include any suggestions that participants made in previous weeks.
A simple idea you might like to do is to write everyone’s name down from the group on a piece of
paper. Randomly distribute them (without showing who has which name) and get the participants to
write down how they feel that person has grown during the group, or a character quality or strength
they have displayed. Then collect the papers and read them out to the group.
Moving Forward Discussion
As part of today it is important to talk about the fact that this is the last session. Ask the girls for
feedback – how do they feel about that? Are they excited about moving forward, or sad that the
group is finished? Do they have any fears or feel anxious about leaving the group or losing
connections? Acknowledge these challenges and discuss how the girls can move forward from
here in a positive way. Discuss ways to carry on learning and opportunities for continued
connection within the group.
Be sure to have some suggestions on hand of where participants can connect with their community
or attend other support services after the group is finished. Provide brochures and contact details
so that participants can take these with them.
Self-care
One last thing the girls can do moving forward is to be aware of their own self-care. Explain that
caring for ourselves is a very important part of managing stress and anxiety. Self-care includes
activities which help you maintain or improve your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. Self-care is about being healthy inside and out!
Self-care can include enjoyable activities that we do regularly or occasionally - like some of the
things you enjoy which you put in your journal earlier in the sessions. This could be reading,
watching movies, playing with pets, baking or eating a favourite food, getting a massage, going for
a walk etc.
Self-care also includes our personal hygiene, eating a healthy balance, exercising regularly, and
getting enough sleep. While these things sometimes take effort and even discipline, they all
contribute to our mental and emotional health; also when we look after our physical bodies, we are
better able to cope with stress and anxiety.
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Self-care activity
What is needed?
 Self-care printed picture (see page 50 – print and cut into 12)
 Journals or A4 white paper
 Glue
 Pens or textas
Review the 4 aspects of self-care – physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. There is a quick list
below for ideas, or you can use your own. Ask the girls to come up with ideas that might be part of
our self-care in these 4 areas, focusing on one area at a time.
Now encourage the participants to make their own self-care plan in their journals. Give them one of
the pre-printed ‘self-care’ pics (see following page), then the girls can write on their page things
that are part of their self-care plan.

Physical Self-Care
 Sleep
 Healthy eating
 Regular exercise
 Basic daily hygiene
Emotional / Mental Self-Care
 Have fun and laugh, relax
 Write 3 things you are thankful for
 Talk with a trusted friend or adult
 Do art, music or a hobby
 Try something new
 Switch off technology
 Practise 5-4-3-2-1
 Declutter your environment
Spiritual Self-Care
 Journal or reflect about life
 Attend church, temple or youth group
 Enjoy nature
 Practice mindfulness
 Find daily inspiration
Social self-care
 Spend time with family
 Join a club, group or sports team
 Hang out with friends
 Talk to someone new
 Thank someone for being part of your life
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Final Farewell
Wrap up, thanking the participants for coming and for having the courage to take this journey.
Remind the girls to use their journal as a tool for remembering the different coping strategies that
were learnt along the way. Allow participants time to say goodbye to each other and also to
facilitators.
Be sure to have some suggestions on hand of where participants can connect with their community
or attend other support services after the group is finished. Provide brochures and contact details
so that participants can take these with them.
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Stressdump Support Group Survey
Please tick any reasons you enjoyed coming to the group:
A friendly environment
Opportunity to talk and have discussion
Learning new things
Participating in activities
A safe place
Making friends / meeting new people
Support and care
Other
__________________________________________________________________

Did you experience any positive outcomes as a result of attending the group? Please tick
any areas that you feel you have grown in:
Higher self-esteem
Felt supported
Learnt coping strategies
Felt less stress or anxiety
Developed social skills / communication skills
Improved mental health
Better prepared to deal with challenges
Learnt where to get support
Discovered some of my own strengths / character qualities
Other
__________________________________________________________________

Which activities did you enjoy the most?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Can you describe something that you learned from attending the group?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for participating in this survey
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Extra Activities
Below are some optional activities if you need an additional icebreaker or if you have extra time in
the session.
M&M’s Relay Race
What is needed?
•
•
•

Packet of M&M’s
Packet of straws
2-4 small plastic bowls (depending on how many teams you will have

Divide the girls into teams, and put some m&m’s into small bowls – one bowl of m&m’s for each
team, but don’t put too many in the bowl (around 20 for a team of 4). Give each girl a straw and get
them to line up. They have to take turns and race to get all the m&m’s from the full bowl to the empty
plate by sucking on the straw – the m&m will stick to the bottom of the straw while they keep sucking
and carry it to the empty plate.
First team to fill the empty plate wins! The girls are not allowed to use their hands  If they drop one
on the ground, they have to pick it up and put it back in the first bowl.

Straw Tower
What is needed?
•
•

Packets of straws x 2
Roll of sticky tape x 2 (on a dispenser is easier)

Divide the girls into 2 teams. Each team is given a packet of straws and a roll of sticky tape. The
team that can build the tallest tower in a specific time frame wins! The girls can be as creative as
they like, but they can’t use anything else except the straws, sticky tape and the floor (or it can also
be done on a table).
This game can lead to discussion about a variety of things such as having balance in life, the
importance of support, working as a team, communication and listening, resilience, and setting goals.

Strength cards
Use a pack of strength cards (cards with pictures and / or words about character strengths, values
and skills). Spread them out on the floor so everyone can have a good look at what is there.
Using strength cards is a great conversation starter, and this activity can help participants identify
character qualities and unique values that they possess, which is great for building self-esteem and
highlighting resilience factors.





Participants can take turns naming their own strengths, sharing what they identify with and
why they have chosen a particular card
The group can also take turns acknowledging what strengths other participants have
Relate the discussion to anxiety management and ask participants what it looks like when
they are using their chosen strength to cope with stress
Participants can also pick a card in an area they would like to grow or develop in, and
explain why they have chosen that card
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